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NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION; NO OFFERING 
This presentation is for information purposes only and may not be reproduced or distributed to any other person or published, in whole or part, for any purpose 
whatsoever. This presentation does not constitute a general advertisement or general solicitation or an offer to sell or a solicitation to buy any securities in any 
jurisdiction. Such an offer can only be made by prospectus or other authorized offering document. This presentation and materials or fact of
their distribution or communication shall not form the basis of, or be relied on in connection with any contract, commitment or investment decision whatsoever in 
relation thereto. No securities commission or similar authority in the United States of America or any other jurisdiction has in any way passed upon the 
adequacy or accuracy of the information contained in this presentation.  
 
FORWARD-LOOKING INFORMATION
This presentation contains “forward-looking statements” within the meaning of the United States Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995 (together, 
“forward-looking statements”). Forward-looking statements in this presentation include, but are not limited to, statements with respect to: 89 Unlimited, LLC 
(DBA NODE40) (the "Company") expansion and development plans for it’s business and other economic indicators. Forward-looking statements are based on 
certain material assumptions and analysis made by the Company, and the opinions and estimates of management as of the date such statements are made 
and they represent management's best judgment based on facts and assumptions that management considers reasonable in light of its experience and 
perception of historical trends, current conditions and expected future developments and other factors it believes are appropriate, and are subject to risks and 
uncertainties.

The material assumptions upon which forward-looking statements in this presentation are based include, among others, assumptions with respect to: 
expansion and development plans; the demand for cryptocurrencies and cryptocurrency marketplaces in general; the Company's ability to access financing on 
favorable terms from time to time; the continuation of executive and operating management or the non-disruptive replacement of them on competitive terms; 
and stable market and general economic conditions for cryptocurrencies. The Company makes no representation that reasonable business people in 
possession of the same information would reach the same conclusions. Although we believe that the assumptions underlying forward-looking statements are 
reasonable, they may prove to be incorrect and we cannot assure that actual results will be consistent with such statements. Given these risks, uncertainties 
and assumptions, you should not place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements or the information contained in such statements. Whether actual 
results, performance or achievements will conform to the Company's expectations and predictions is subject to a number of known and unknown risks, 
uncertainties, assumptions and other factors, including the Company's requirement for additional funding to develop its business; and risks relating to the 
following: the demand for cryptocurrencies and cryptocurrency marketplaces in general; the Company's ability to access financing on favorable terms from time 
to time; the risks relating to the regulatory environment of cryptocurrencies; the Company's failure to retain key personnel and hire additional personnel needed 
to develop its business; the Company's failure to adequately evaluate its current business and future prospects; and the Company's business practice 
reputation being negatively affected by negative publicity.

These risks, uncertainties, assumptions and other factors could cause the Company's actual results, performances, achievements and experience to differ 
materially from the Company's expectations, future results, performances or achievements expressed or implied by the forward-looking statements. The 
forward-looking statements contained herein are presented for the purpose of assisting readers in understanding the Company’s expected financial and 
operating performance and the Company’s plans and objectives, and may not be appropriate for other purposes. You should read this information with the 
understanding that the Company's actual future results may be materially different from what it expects. These forward-looking statements are expressly 
qualified in their entirety by this cautionary statement. The Company disclaims any obligation to update forward-looking statements, except as required by law.
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“NODE40 is one of the few providers in the space, having developed what 
amounts to a QuickBooks for blockchain tokens.” 

YAHOO! FINANCE 
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/bitcoin-tax-confusion-accountants-turning-180516225.html

Provide enterprises and 
individuals with the tools 
necessary to understand  
and manage their 
cryptocurrency assets.

Continue to be a highly 
innovative cost-basis, 
accounting and tax 
compliance company.

Continue developing 
NODE40 Balance into a 
full-scale crypto 
accounting solution with 
seamless integration 
into standard 
accounting software.

Partner with complementary  
businesses which further 
NODE40’s mission to provide 
state of the art compliance 
solutions.

To give individuals and organizations a trusted solution for maintaining financial accounting 
compliance in the blockchain industry.

https://finance.yahoo.com/news/bitcoin-tax-confusion-accountants-turning-180516225.html


OUR STORY
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2015 20192016 2017 2018

Formation in Q1

Relationship with 
Dash Core  

Established

Automated Hosting 
Service Launch 

(June)

Grow to largest 
service provider of  
Dash Masternodes Acquisition offers 

presented (Oct)

LOI with HashChain 
(Dec)

Closing of $14M APA 
(Feb)

Take back of NODE40 
Hire new PR Firm 

(Nov)

First Employee 
(Front-End Dev)

Cryptocurrency 
Accounting 

Problem

In-House Accounting 
Solution for 2015 

Filing

Portfolio Insight 
Reports for 

Mastternodes

NODE40 Balance 
Relaunch (Oct)

NODE40 Balance 
Launch (Mar)

Staff expansion 

Pivot to 
Accounting Service 

Development 
Q2-4

Hired PR Firm
Staff expansion, Business 

Development, and  
Product Development 

Funded by Parent 
(Q1-3) 

Sales and 
Price Discovery

$10M in Assets

SOC 2 Audit 
(Apr)

Relationship with Sovos

Relationship with Alt36

KPMG Blockchain 
Finalist

Over 200 media 
Appearances to date

Join NodeSwap 
Board of Advisors

HashChain failed to make 
good on terms of their 
agreement. Perry and Sean 
negotiated a buy back that 
was executed on November 
15th, 2018.
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INDUSTRY 
CHALLENGES

Compliance is a massive hurdle given the complexity of 
tracking cost-basis. Individuals and companies involved 
with cryptocurrency need the services of NODE40 Balance. 
Developing an in-house solution is no longer feasible. 

Decentralization is a problem. Unlike traditional 
investment classes, there are no brokerage firms or banks 
to provide a comprehensive statement of cryptocurrency 
activity. 

Cryptocurrency exchanges like Coinbase provide 
statements that have no utility for trades outside their 
system.

Tracking accurate cost basis on cryptocurrency is 
challenging and requires complex software, especially as 
transaction counts rise to the hundreds of thousands and 
across exchanges or wallets. 
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Day Amount (BTC) Unit Value Total Value

Received Mon 1 $10 $10

Received Tue 2 $100 $200

Received Wed 1 $50 $50

Sold Thu 1 $25

Methodology Cost Basis Value of Sale Gain/ Loss

Specific Identification: The user sold one of the 
Bitcoins received on Tuesday $100 $25 ($75)

FIFO: The user sold the Bitcoin received  
on Monday $10 $25 $15

LIFO: The user sold the Bitcoin received  
on Wednesday $50 $25 ($25)

Specific Identification is the only methodology in-line with IRS guidance and AICPA recommendations.

This table shows how different 
accounting methodologies lead to 
different results. For on-blockchain 
transactions, only Specific 
Identification supports an 
independently verifiable audit trail. 

This is important for large auditing 
firms that need to provide 
assurance for their clients. 

THE 
PROBLEM
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NODE40 Balance aggregates 
transactions from different sources, 
calculates cost basis for processing, 
and produces reports and tax forms  
ready for filing or importing into other 
software such as TurboTax®, H&R 
Block®, and Drake Software®. 

Tax Forms

Visual Analysis

Cost Basis
SMART Algorithm

Ledger Creation

Coinbase

Binance

Trezor

Bitcoin  
Wallet

Other  
Wallets

Audit Trail

Financial Reports

Data Exports

HOW IT 
WORKS
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EXCHANGES (OFF-BLOCKCHAIN)
Off-blockchain transactions cannot use Specific Identification 
because the data is not available. NODE40 Balance supports 
methodologies like FIFO, LIFO, LOFO, and HIFO can be applied 
since actual asset is not exchanged, only a promise of the asset. 
Balance supports these methodologies.

WALLETS (ON-BLOCKCHAIN)
Native support for Specific Identification, the only proper way of 
accounting for on-blockchain transactions.

Applying ex-post facto trade strategies is not inline with IRS Notice 
2014-21.

Cost basis assigned to asset when received. When an asset is 
disposed, the gain or loss is calculated relative to the specific property 
that was sold. 

Balance supports all trade 
strategies because it reports  
what actually took place.

OUR DIFFERENTIATORS:  
1. TIME IN MARKET 
2. SPECIFIC IDENTIFICATION  
3. MULTI-WALLET RECONCILIATION  
4. BACK-OFFICE SUPPORT
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A necessary tool for accountants and auditors,  
Balance’s Simple Multi-Account Reconciliation 
Technology is a powerful reconciliation algorithm 
that treats multiple wallets as a single ledger 
where assets can move freely without losing 
cost basis or time held.

SMART tracks cost basis of assets throughout 
their full lifecycle from receipt to disposition.

Bitcoin Wallet A

Track movement between wallets of the same digital currency.
Automatically adjust cost basis and time held.

Bitcoin Wallet B Bitcoin Wallet C Bitcoin Wallet D

THE POWER OF SMART



Complete Roadmap & In Progress

SMART (Simple Multi-Account Reconciliation Technology) 
Allows users to reconcile the cost basis of  
cryptocurrency assets across multiple wallets,  
including custodial wallets and exchanges. 

Continuous on-boarding of wallets including  
Bitcoin, Bitcoin Cash, Ethereum, Litecoin, and Dash. 

Continuous on-boarding of exchanges including  
Coinbase, Coinbase Pro, Gemini, Binance,  
Bittrex, Poloniex, Cryptopia, and Uphold.

Support for multiple accounting  
methodologies (FIFO, LIFO, HIFO & LOFO).

Currency Support 
+1,500 tokens.

Commercial Integrations 
Alt36 (payment gateway provider). 
Sovos 
TurboTax®, H&R Block®, and Drake Software®.

Organizations  
Ability to create and manage multiple accounts under a single organization. This 
feature will allow CPAs to manage multiple clients through a unified interface.

Reporting 
FBAR & FACTA. 
IRS Form 8949 and worksheets. 
Closing position reports.

Like-kind Support 
For years prior to the 2018 tax reform.

SOC2 Audit (in progress) 
Started April 20th, 2019

Customizable valuation oracle 
Will allow customers to select where  
valuations are derived (by region,  
by volume, etc.).

Support for Multiple tax jurisdictions 
Support beyond the U.S Internal Revenue Service. 

Margin Trading 
Support for evaluating trade data from exchanges that allow margin 
trading.

Additional Accounting Features 
Categories for account mapping with bookkeeping software.

Organization Management  
Improved client management. 
Organizational account access and roles based hierarchy.

Regulatory Tools 
FinCEN address detection. 

Support for ERC-20 Tokens 
Native blockchain support for tokens.  
Currently supported for exchanges. 

Integrate with existing bookkeeping software  
Push of account details from NODE40 to Quickbooks, Xero, NetSuite, and 
other leading services. 

Portfolio dashboard  
At-a-glance visual reports similar to traditional portfolio management tools. 

Internationalization (i18n) 
Addition of non-English languages.

Additional exchange and wallet support 
Continuous and on-going.

PRODUCT INNOVATION PIPELINE
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BALANCE BY THE NUMBERS
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7*
Exchange Integrations 
plus more on the way

50M+
Valuation Source Data

135,000+
Transactions Processed

$1B
Transactions Processed

4
Years in operation.

35%
Increase in Customers from 
Q2 2018

1,500
Exchange Currencies

5
Full Node Currencies  
plus more on the way

*Unlimited number of exchanges/sources support through our popular Custom Schema Upload



EXPERIENCED LEADERSHIP TEAM
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PERRY WOODIN
Chief Executive Officer
Co-Founder, NODE40
 
Perry Woodin’s interest in blockchain technologies started with 
the financial incentives that digital currencies use to encourage 
network participation — from early Bitcoin mining to Dash 
incentivized full nodes. 

Perry comes to blockchain business development with over 20 
years experience architecting and managing web-based 
applications and services. Prior to NODE40, Perry worked as a 
consultant and was responsible for the development and 
management of customized metrics intensive business 
applications. 

In 2015 he co-founded NODE40 to bring stability to blockchain 
infrastructures by hosting incentivized second-tier nodes. By 
the end of its first year, NODE40 pivoted to a software services 
company focusing on blockchain accounting and compliance 
as government oversight proliferated the industry.

SEAN RYAN
Chief Technology Officer
Co-Founder, NODE40
 
Sean designs NODE40’s technology roadmap and plays an 
active role in business development activities. He oversees 
key service offerings including blockchain hosting, 
blockchain accounting, and cost basis analysis. 

Following graduate school Sean held various engineering 
positions in NY State government while instructing 
Computer Science course in the evenings. Post 9/11, he 
worked as an academic researcher under grants funded by 
DARPA where he helped develop software for Naval 
Intelligence to identify terrorism related patterns in news 
articles. He left the public sector for several years of private 
consulting, then in 2015 he and Perry Woodin founded 
NODE40.

To-date, Sean continues to spearhead technology initiatives 
in the blockchain space and works closely with strategic 
partners to delivery highly scalable and fault tolerate 
solutions.



CONTACT:  
PERRY WOODIN, CEO
+1 518-478-6128
perry@node40.com

www.node40.com


